Maia 93.54 Release Notes
IDEADEV-41982 I do not see issues from some projects from YouTrack
IDEA-26899

Generate WSDL from Java with static module dependencies

IDEADEV-42072 Schema is doubled in Data Sources
IDEA-26246

*flex: introduce...: unhelpful type calculation for MultiplicativeExpressions*

IDEA-26244

flex: introduce...: unhelpful type calculation for AdditiveExpression (concatenation)

IDEA-26248

*flex: introduce...: unhelpful type calculation for increment/decrement*

IDEA-26838

Eclipse .classpath is overriden with variable substitution

IDEA-26953

IDEA loosing "provided"-information

IDEADEV-41944 Maven: war overlays: if project module is used as war dependency, this module compile output should be
included to resulted war
IDEADEV-41946 Maven: war overlays: for dependent wars - same project modules their libraries should be merged in
resulted .war
IDEA-22317

Wrong Seam EL code completion/Error higlight with polymorph methods

IDEA-26699

JS: Inspection "Execution of dynamically generated JavaScript" false positive

IDEA-26750

flex: Introduce field / Introduce constant don't work in event handler attribute

IDEA-26744

JavaScript autocompletion fails to suggest anything if the project contains certain folder names

IDEADEV-42059 CME at com.intellij.openapi.vcs.impl.VcsInitialization.execute
IDEA-26873

XML literal is not parsed correct

IDEA-26898

Inspection HtmlFormInputWithoutLabel should not trigger on inputs with type="hidden"

IDEA-26932

CVS connection is performed from the UI thread (hangs IDEA)

IDEADEV-42061 Conditional breakpoints does not work in Flex debugging
IDEADEV-42045 Groovy Compilation Errors with Make
IDEADEV-40075 Library is not configured when Groovy/Grails/Griffon module is created with not global library
IDEADEV-42046 TestNG settings to run Maven are reset
IDEADEV-41747 Activity is missing in new Android module
IDEA-26630

Native libs are packaged incorrectly on Windows

IDEADEV-42041 Non-standard Grails scripts missing
IDEADEV-42031 Sporadic failures on subversion project update
IDEADEV-41999 'true'/'false' map keys generate analysis errors "Property Selector Expected"
IDEA-26870

CVS access with private key always asks for key password

IDEADEV-42028 Opening project freezes if locally modified CVS files open
IDEADEV-42024 Subversion: Update is not working properly
IDEA-25305

After adding a new maven module, my Version COntrol configuration is cleared.

IDEA-26869

Package-based scope definition is not remembered in multi module projects

IDEADEV-41971 Clicking background tasks icon (on status bar) doesn't hide window
IDEADEV-41970 Notifications Options controls are responsible only by DblClick
IDEADEV-41972 Maven: Idea does not "recompile/refilter" resources when profiles change
IDEADEV-42012 Hibernate @Entity annotation

IDEADEV-42019 Namespace not recognized in persistence.xml
IDEADEV-42017 Autowiring for bean class inspection wrong since IDEA 9
IDEADEV-42029 Files randomly loose their Perforce state
IDEADEV-42014 Opening a JSP by double clicking on it in the project view takes 5-6 seconds before it opens
IDEADEV-41974 IDEA hanging when adding new module to project
IDEA-22541

#{messages} not found eventhough #{messages} is a standard component

IDEADEV-42011 When clicking beyond the end of a file, cursor is placed at the beginning of the last line
IDEA-26783

IDEA loosing information about application server library in Eclipse project

IDEADEV-42008 Exception "Do not log ProcessCanceledException" after closing a Run window. The window greyed out and
became unusable.
IDEADEV-41969 Code Style | Imports | Import Layout: Remove button not visible on Mac + usability issues
IDEA-26786

Intellij 9 requires junit 4.4 or above or junit @Test @Ignore does not work

IDEADEV-41968 IDEA always show Undefined path variable alert
IDEADEV-42002 Regression: JavaSourceTranslatingCompiler broken in MAIA
IDEADEV-41993 TFS checkin policies storage format is not compatible with Teamprise
IDEADEV-41996 Help | Default Keymap Reference opens IntelliJIDEA8_ReferenceCard.pdf if local pdf is not available
IDEADEV-41995 Null pointer on CVS commit
IDEA-26703

flex: bad code green: vector declaration without dot

IDEA-26685

flex: good code red: assignment of XML to String

IDEADEV-41992 IDEA in 9.0 final can't read SVN credentials anymore (worked in RC1)
IDEADEV-41915 Not logged to SVN notification: please don't connect to server in UI thread
IDEA-26131

glassfish v3 b73, is started, but IDEA can't connect

IDEA-26352

Introduce variable should be careful with 'delete' statements

IDEA-26717

JSON formatting makes code to long

IDEADEV-41989 Extract method: red code is generated when extracting void method
IDEA-26312

Ctrl+Q in lookups work for typed text and ignoring selected item

IDEADEV-41977 "convert to junit4" intention breaks code if assertXxx methods are used in non-test methods
IDEA-26675

Conditional compilation not supported

IDEA-26678

AS3 parser does not handle an import like a primary statement

IDEA-26677

[Embed] Metadata tag arguments

IDEA-26662

fontName attribute not expected by Embed metatag

IDEADEV-41949 "Rename" refactoring for property in JPA entity is unusable
IDEA-26529

mxml: exception when invoking code completion for @Embed directive

IDEADEV-41943 IDEA 9.0 text entry fields in the configuration panels for inspections are _extremely_ narrow on Mac OS X
Leopard
IDEADEV-41914 Erb files based on java script shouldn't consider javascript strings with erb blocks as injected psi
IDEADEV-41754 Style .myTabs is highlighted as unused in CSS
IDEADEV-41909 IAE at com.intellij.psi.impl.search.PsiSearchHelperImpl.processUsagesInNonJavaFiles

